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Dear Chris

Service NSW Response to the Australian Payments Council Consultation Paper "Viewpoints - Shaping the Future of Australian Payments"
Service NSW appreciates the opportunity to provide input into the Australian Payments
Plan, which will provide a roadmap for industry collaboration to improve the Australian
Payments System over the next I O years.
Service NSW, which was launched on Ist July 2013, was created to provide "one-stop
access" to NSW's Government services across multiple channels. It provides
customers with easier access to Government services, with enhanced service and a

single point of contact.
Accepting payments is a critical aspect of providing this "one-stop access" to NSW
Government services. To enhance payment services a whole-of-government payments
strategy for NSW has been developed.
Service NSW took the lead role in developing the strategy and is now implementing it
on behalf of the NSW government. A crucial aspect of the strategy is the development
of a Payment Services Platform (PSP) that will be able to be used by Service NSW and
most other NSW Government Agencies to process consumer payments.
The PSP, which is currently under construction, will facilitate the migration of payment
functionality from NSW Government Agencies' core systems and provide a single
connection to external payment gateways. As a result it will:
. Reduce operating costs;
. Reduce individual Agency compliance and system maintenance costs; and
. Enable the introduction of new payment methods when they become mainstream in
a quick and cost-effective manner.
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The PSP will also ensure that we provide our customers with a contemporary range of
payments from which to choose so as to maintain our high-levels of customer
satisfaction.

Our response provides comment on five of the six questions posed in the "Viewpoints -

Shaping the Future of Australian Payments" paper. The question areas answered are:
. Question I - Resilience, Efficiency, Accessibility and Adaptability
. Question 2 - Current Trends

. Question 3 - Digital Disruption
. Question 4 - Longer Term Trend Forecast
. Question 5 - Collaboration in Selected Areas

Genera comments of on Australian Payments Plan and industry collaboration

Service NSW believes that an industry payments collaboration plan should not be a

prescriptive document, but rather one that provides a broad aspiration al direction for
industry collaboration, based on clearly articulated assumptions with indicative
timeframes only. In addition it should foster an environment to provide market led
innovation to flourish.

If significant assumptions of events fail to occur or if a new unforseen disruptive event
occurs this should trigger a review of the plan in conjunction with stakeholders.
The plan should also comprise an approach to prevent existing players being able to
prevent the adoption of new technologies by industry self-regulatory committees on

security grounds. An independent body that does not have a potential conflict of
interest should conduct security certification.

Question I Response - Resilience, Efficiency, Accessibility and Adaptability
Question: Do Resifience, Efficiency, Accessibility and Adaptability as discussed in Section 2 address the
desirable characteristics for the AUStrafian payments system? Are there other characteristics that are
more appropriate? Why?

Service NSW believes that the characteristics of resilience, efficiency, accessibility and

adaptability are indeed all desirable characteristics for a payments system to have.
In particular as a government merchant, the following are particularly important aspects
of payment systems:
. Ease of use

. Reliability;
. Security;

. Real-time straight through processing to reduce costs; and
. A wide reach of payment types so as to cover our wide consumer base.
Innovative new payment types that improve customer experience are also important
and to foster this, the Australian Payments Plan also needs to promote a regulatory
environment that rewards innovators financially in the early phases of deployment so as
to create incentives for innovation. This is particularly important because of the double-

sided market inherent in payments. It is also desirable for there to be low/nil cost
payment options for end customers across all channels.
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Question 2 Current rends
Question. ' Are there any other current trends, aside from those outlined in Section 3, we need to take into
accountih developing the AUStrali^n Payments Plan?

From a government merchant's perspective we would agree with the following trends
listed in Section 3 of the "Viewpoints" paper, which are:
. The shift from paper to electronic payments;
. Growih in "contactless" payments;
. The growth of online payments;
. The move to chip cards with PIN ;
. Same day settlement through the direct entry system with faster consumer access to
their funds;

The development of faster real-time payment systems, such as services based on
the New Payments Platform ; and
The move to adopt ISO 20022, the international standard for financial messages.
It should be noted that the movement away from cheques is a key objective for the
NSW Government.

In addition to these trends there is a significant rise in the use of:
. Debit card payments at the expense of credit card usage;
. Recurring payments; and
. Tokenisation of credit card/scheme debit card numbers to improve security
particularly for online transactions.
There is also the emergence of:
. The adoption of eWallets and inWallets often in conjunction with the use of
tokenisation;

. New payment authentication methods including biometrics such as fingerprints and
facial recognition; and
. Crypto currencies, however, Service NSW believes it will some time before there is
wide scale adoption.
However, history tells us that there will likely be a long tail in the usage of existing
payment methods despite the adoption of new ones. For merchants this means that
they will need to have flexible systems to support both new and old payment methods
concurrently. This will hold particularly true for payment transactions between citizens
and government, where the basic needs of all customers must be taken into account,
not just the "mainstream adopters".
Question 3 - Digital Disruption
Question. ' What are your views on "of 91tal disruption" being the primary force for change affecting
Australian payments over the next f O years?

Service NSW would agree with the views expressed in the "Viewpoints" paper on the
impact of digital disruption to user experience, payments markets and industry
stakeholders with respect to:
. Digital/virtual/mobile payments;
. "Always on"- 24/7 payments; and
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. "Big data".
However, Service NSW believe that the majority of disruption will riot occur to the whole
payments value chain at once but rather parts of it with the potential exception of the
New Payments Platform over time. For example we are seeing competing eWallets

and inWallets in the authorisation section of the value chain using the existing credit
scheme infrastructure/eco system.
Moreover the card schemes are investing significant amounts of money, partnering with
potential competitors and developing standards "eg tokenisation" to enable other parties
access to their systems to ensure that their existing "rails" are not made redundant.
Question 4 - Longer Term Trend Forecast
Question: What are your views on our forecast of longer-term trends for Australian payments, outlined in
Section 4? Are there other footors to consider?

Service NSW agrees with the following longer-term trends identified in the "Viewpoints"
paper that:
. The Australian dollar will remain the main currency for Australia;
. It is unlikely to see digital/alternative currencies, such as Bitcoin dislodging
traditional currencies for domestic transactions;
. Australian banks will remain the main source and destination for Australian

payments; and
. Australia will be a "less cash" rather than a "cash less" society, with cash likely to be
the fallback option for face-to-face payments.
While we would agree that the Australian regulatory architecture would remain stable,
however, it is likely that there will be more regulatory intervention to:
Take account of innovative new entrants and payment types/methods into the
Australian payments landscape so as to ensure regulatory parity with existing
players/methods;
Ensure regulatory parity with other jurisdictions for such things as global standards,
access and interchange payment levels, and
Further reduce interchange rates.
Question 5 - Collaboration in Selected Areas

Question: To achieve the desirable characteristics for the payments system in the next f O years, what
should the Australian payments industry consider doing collaborativeIy?

Service NSW agrees with the industry collaboration areas identified in Section 5 the
"Viewpoints" are ie:
.
.

Digital identity, combatting fraud and network support;
Managing the range of payment systems (including the future of cheques and direct
entry);
Ensuring users have the information they need to make informed decisions in a
complex market; and
Ensuring the domestic regulatory framework/ standards setting remains responsive.
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In particular Service NSW feels that government has a significant part to play in the
digital identity space.

Yours sincerely
I

Glenn King
CEO Service NSW
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